How to add the Echo360 Engage link in Moodle

This refers to Moodle 3.4 from September 2018 onward

Moodle Help & Support

How to add the Echo360 link in Moodle

Note that these instructions refer only to modules which are SATURN modules. If yours is not a SATURN/CAMPUS module, please refer to the instructions for non-saturn/non-campus modules.

Note for our colleagues in China - You are currently still using the old Echo360 system, so only the first part of these instructions will apply (adding the external tool link, choosing 'Echo360 UNNC Lecture Capture' from the list) until the new Echo360 Engage service is rolled out at UNNC.

To add the Echo360 link in Moodle:

NEW from September 2018: You can now link to individual Echo360 Engage content

- Login to Moodle at moodle.nottingham.ac.uk
- Turn editing on
- Go to the section where you would like the recordings to appear and select the + Add an Activity or resource hyperlink
- From drop-down list, select the External tool activity and click on the Add button

External Tool settings explained

General

- Activity name: Name of the activity that will display in the module, for example 'Launch Echo360 Engage...'

Preconfigured tool: Select Echo360 Cloud for UK and Malaysia modules, or Echo360 UNNC Lecture Capture for China.

IMPORTANT - Do not enter anything in the Tool URL field below. Leave it blank.
Adding a new External tool

General

Activity name: Launch Echo360 Engage

Preconfigured tool: Automatic, based on tool URL
- Automatic, based on tool URL
- RoGo
- Xerte Online Toolkits
- Turnitin Assignments
- Echo360 UNNC Lecture Capture
- Course Resource List
- Sarah Durke Restricted access

Tool URL: Echo360 Cloud

Privacy

Click on the Save and display button.

If you have already recorded lectures to your modules in the past, you should find that the module is already linked correctly to the new Echo360 Engage system.

If you find that your module is not linked (sometimes this can happen) or you are a new user, please follow the instructions below to link moodle to Echo360 Engage:

New users

Add the link as above. When you click on the link you will see a screen asking you to choose a section.

Type in your module code, select the Term and Section then choose Link Content:

 ![Echo360 Cloud](https://echo360.org.uk/itfs/0427752b-c1e3-4da5-8b32-2eb62c180ca4/links/6550)

Connect your Echo360 Content

Step 1: Choose (or create) a section

- Course: A14CP2: Clinical Phase 2
- Term: 1617
- Section: Child Health Attachment

Step 2: Select where you want students to be redirected: Class List page or a specific Classroom

- Link to the Section Home
- Link to a Classroom
- Link Content

Linking to individual Echo360 Engage content
If you want to link from moodle to the content of an individual Engage 'class' in addition to a list of all of the content:

Follow the instructions above, but select 'Link to a Classroom'.

Click on the title to highlight the content you would like to link to from moodle, and click 'LINK CONTENT'.

---

Similar tutorials and helpsheets

The following other resources are also relevant to this topic:

- How to add captions, share media and edit thumbnails of videos in Moodle
- How to add the Echo360 Engage link in Moodle
- How to add video and audio in Moodle
- Using recordings from Television and Radio in Moodle